
Review: ‘Just The Place’ – Boojum&Snark  

On display until Saturday 8th April in Quay Art’s West Gallery.  

Quay Arts’ West Gallery is currently displaying ‘Just The Place’, an exhibition by Boojum&Snark, exploring 

themes of placemaking within Sandown, Isle of Wight. Located on Sandown high street, Boojum&Snark 

was first founded in 2018 by Tracy Mikich and Julie Jones-Evans and has become a center of cultural, 

artistic projects, as well as being a café and micro-brewery. Just The Place features eight artists and six 

projects, celebrating Sandown’s rich history as a seaside town through different creative approaches. 

One of the artists involved in ‘Just The Place’ is Kathy Williams, whose project This Time: This Place was 

recently a window installation in Boojum&Snark. Adapted for this exhibition, a series of multicoloured 

acrylic and acetate wall hangings are displayed. Although Kathy’s artwork was initially met with some 

criticism and misunderstanding whilst on display at Boojum&Snark, in the West Gallery it brings a 

layered, three dimensional aspect to the exhibition, with bursts of colour, swooping lines and textures. 

Something I love about this section of the exhibition is the shadows they create over the gallery walls. 

Also as the exhibition continues, Kathy has been adding more of her pieces to the display, building an 

adaptable and changing collection. 

Further down in the gallery, artist Enzo Speight’s project ‘No Vacancies’ features a series of three meter-

long photographs, taken on Kodak Portra film. Depicting some of the derelict hotels that line Sandown’s 

seafront, Enzo’s work brings a glow of warmth and nostalgia to them, perhaps adding to the sense of 

faded glamour Sandown has, having once been a thriving tourist destination. The rich tinted colours of 

the film photographs, which were taken at dawn in August 2022, seem to bring a sense of hope and new 

life to the abandoned hotels. Lurking among these photographs is perhaps a melancholy, serene feeling, 

with the artist considering ‘what’s your purpose when you no longer fulfill a role?’. 

Perhaps the centerpiece of Just The Place is the full-size boat, usually displayed in Boojum&Snark, 

containing a collection of black and white cut out characters, forming part of ‘Simply Galumphing Around’ 

by Teresa Grimaldi and Sarah Vardy. Partly inspired by Lewis Carroll’s poem ‘The Hunting of the Snark’, 

which he began writing whilst staying in Sandown, Teresa and Sarah’s project has an air of childhood fun 

and fantastical stories to it, in which memories play a central role. Along one wall of the gallery, a series 

of unusual and thought-provoking, multi-media portraits are shown, some depicting well known faces 

like Charles Darwin. From this an element of mystery or intrigue is created perhaps asking viewers to 

consider what the stories are behind these people. 

One of my favorite aspects of the exhibition is Sapphire Goss’ ‘Sphere’ project, blending alternative 

photography and film making with an interest in the popular Victorian hobby of collecting unusual and 

rare curiosities. ‘Sphere’ explores Sandown Bay’s landscape through lenses of geology, time and space, as 

well as trying to explain the indescribable sensory experiences we encounter. Sapphire’s images seem to 

glitter and ripple with colour and nostalgia, of which she used the wrappers of Quality Streets as filters, 

adding an experimental and unique approach. Next to the series of photographs, a cabinet of 

‘mundanities & ephemeralities’ is displayed, inspired by the hobby of collecting specimens, as 

popularized by the Victorians. Within this cabinet, a collection of unusual and often overlooked found 

objects are exhibited, as well as natural ones found throughout Sandown bay, like samples of sand, grass, 

dirt and plastic.  

Pip Johnson, 2023. 
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